
WINE LIST



Champagne

Montagne De Reims, Reims

Louis Roederer Cristal Brut, 2009  €725 

Louis Roederer Cristal Rosé, 2012  €1350 

Louis Roederer Rosé Brut  €250

Armand de Brignac Brut Gold  €650

Armand de Brignac Rose  €860

Krug Grande Cuvee Brut  €645

Krug Rosé Brut  €850 

Jeeper Grand Assemblage Brut Premier Cru  €120

Charles Heidsieck Brut Rose  €210 

Piper-Heidsieck Essentiel Blanc de Blancs  €240       

Piper-Heidsieck Rosé Sauvage  €195

Piper-Heidsieck Vintage 2014  €240

Piper-Heidsieck Riviera Demi Sec  €180

Piper-Heidsieck Rare Millesime, 2002  €540 

Piper-Heidsieck Rare Rosé Brut, 2007  €830

Billecart-Salmon Brut Blanc de Blancs  €190                       



Billecart-Salmon Brut Rosé  €295

Ruinart Blanc de Blancs Cuvée  €280

Ruinart Brut Rosé  €295

Pommery Brut Royal  €160

Pommery Brut Rosé  €170

Pommery Royal Blue Sky  €220

Taittinger Brut Reserve  €160

Taittinger Prestige Rosé Brut  €170                               

Veuve Clicquot Brut  €180

Veuve Clicquot Brut Rosé  €190 



Vallée de la Marne, Épernay

Dom Pérignon Brut, 2012  €580

Dom Pérignon Brut Magnum  €1200

Dom Pérignon Brut Rosé  €900

Moët & Chandon Brut Imperial  €180

Moët & Chandon Ice Imperial Demi-Sec  €180

Moët & Chandon Brut Rosé Imperial  €180

Moët & Chandon Brut Imperial Magnum  €390

Moët & Chandon Brut Rosé Imperial Magnum  €400

Duval-Leroy Femme De Champagne, 2002  €460

Duval-Leroy Blanc de Blancs Grand Cru  €170

Duval-Leroy Brut Reserve  €170



Vallée de la Marne, Aÿ

Deutz Brut Classic   €170

Deutz Brut Rosé  €200

Vallée de la Marne, Tours-sur-Marne

Laurent-Perrier Brut  €180                                   

Laurent-Perrier Cuvée Brut Rosé  €260

Côte des Blancs, Cuis

Pierre Gimonnet Brut “Cuis 1er Cru”  €150

Perrier-Jouët Belle Epoque, 2012  €550



Sparkling Wine

Greece

Paranga, Brut White, Kir-Yianni Estate  €55
    
Akakies, Brut Rosé, Kir-Yianni Estate  €55                         

Hommage, Scaperdas Frères, 
Brut Blanc De Noirs, Kir-Yianni Estate  €80                                                                    

 
 
 
Italy-Trento

Ferrari Maximum Blanc de Blancs  D.O.C  €120

Ferrari Maximum Rosé D.O.C €125

Prosecco

Belstar Spumante Brut D.O.C  €70



Wine by the Glass
White Wine (150ml)

Greece

Palpo, Chardonnay, Kir-Yianni Estate €15                                                                                                                                             
This single vineyard wine shows complex citrus and white flower 
brioche, toasted bread and vanilla, while the rich aromatic character 
and the well-structured body make up a powerful wine with a serious 
ageing potential. Round with dense body and flavor intensity.

Samaropetra, Sauvignon Blanc, Kir-Yanni Estate €12                                                                                          
The nose is dominated by aromas of kiwi, passion fruit and citrus, 
typical of a green Sauvignon Blanc with a refreshing character. On the 
palate blossom of flowers adds structure and crispness, supporting the 
intense flavors and leading to a lingering, lip-smacking aftertaste.

9, Assyrtiko/ Trebbiano/ Sauvignon Blanc, Muses Estate €12                                                                                                                    
Color straw blonde with light shades of green, with gentle aromas of 
fresh-cut fruit, such a pear and apples. Excellent structure with a depth 
of flavors and an acidity which brings the flavors to the fore and adds 
freshness, with a delightful aftertaste.

Terra Nera, Assyrtiko, Artemis Karamolegos Winery €14                                                                                                                    
Light lemon color. Aromatic on the nose, with citrus fruits lime and 
lemon as well as peach, mango and citrus notes. The mouth is rich 
with pleasant acidity, as there are aromas of citrus, lemon blossoms.



France

Sancerre, Sauvignon Blanc, Pascal Jolivet, Val de Loire €25                                                                                                    
Bright appearance with intense golden yellow color that reflects its 
rich palate. On the nose, citrus and white fruit aromas. The mouth 
is full and distinguished by a perfect balance between its minerality 
and acidity. Rich taste and long aftertaste. 
                                        
Chablis, Chardonnay, Domaine Gilles and Nathalie Fèvre €25
Fresh and fruity, with aromas of peach and pear along with citrus 
notes, and already showing good
minerality.



Rosé Wine (150ml)

Greece         
                                                                               
Lenga, Mavrokoudoura/Gewurztraminer, Avantis Estate €11                                                                                                                 
Pale salmon color with delicate aromas of pink roses, sweet grape 
and hints of citrus fruits. The palate is dry with moderate sense of 
sweetness, aromas of red small sour fruits, red pepper, spicy character 
and medium acidity. Pleasant and long after taste.

A.muse, Sauvignon Blanc/ Mouchtaro, Muses Estate €11                                                                                                                 
A true pleasure for the eyes with beautiful salmon color. A.muse is 
light, fruity, smooth, lively and elegant.

Roz Votsalo, Grenache Rouge, Semi Sweet, 
Dourakis Winery €10                  
Roz Votsalo is a semi sweet wine, the aromas of strawberry, raspberry, 
and hard candies. The sweetness is exactly right with the red berry 
flavors.

France

Grenache/Cinsaut/Syrah, Domaine Ott Provence  €14     
Pale and pretty in crystal clear pink with orange undertones. The nose 
is delicate and fruity with notes of white peach and apricot mixed with 
passion fruit and mango. The taste is full, fresh and crisp with echoes 
of the fruity aroma amplified by citrus zest and sweet spices.



Red Wine (150ml) 

                                                                         

Greece

Xinomavro, Paranga, Kir-Yanni Estate €12
An aromatic complex wine which combines powerfully fresh fruits and 
notes of rose. On the palate, gentle tannins and round mouth feel, with 
distinctive sense of the oak barrel.

Nemea Agiorgitiko, Aivalis Winery, Nemea €12                                                                                     
A wine with character and complexity with rich fruit nose with 
dominant aromas the plum, the cherry and the tobacco. The mouth is 
rich, greasy, delicious tannins and leaves a long aftertaste.  

Italy

Aliotto Tenute Lunelli, Sangiovese, Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Toscana IGT €13
It has luminous ruby color. On the nose it displays refined notes of morello 
cherries and fruit preserved in brandy. It is a well structured but pleasantly 
rounded wine, elegant well calibrated tannins.  

USA

Pinot Noir, Willamette, Domaine Drouhin Oregon €35                                                     
It is complex and structured a beautiful combination of flavor, intensity and 
backbone. Subtle notes of rose petal, raspberry and dark cherries lead into 
layered flavors of sour cherries, cranberry, black tea, and plum. Although, 
there is an extraordinary balance between the fine tannins, there exists an 
energizing lift of vibrant red fruit and acidity.



Champagne & Sparkling Wine 
By the Glass  

Jeeper Grand Assemblage Premier Cru Brut €25     
             
Pommery Brut Rosé €35      

Greece

Paranga, Brut White, Kir-Yianni Estate €12 
                                                                                                                              
Akakies, Brut Rosé, Kir-Yianni Estate €12                                                                                                                                              
                                       
Truffle Hunter Leda, Moscato d'Asti DOCG, 
Bosio Winery €12     



Sake

This Sake is made with original yeast derived from 
actual yellow cherry blossoms in Kizakura.

Miyako Nihonshu Sake                                                                                     
Semi – dry, mellow Sake, pure rice flavor. Sarved warm or chilled.

Jug 200ml         €20

                                                                        Jug 300ml         €30                                                                      

Bottle 720ml     €70

Bijito Junmai Sake                                                                                                     
Dry, medium bodied Sake rich earthy flavors.

Jug 200ml    €25

Jug 300ml    €35

Bottle 720ml. €75



Distillates (80ml) 

Greece

Muscat de Hamburg, Tsililis Winery €9

Grappa (80ml)

Italy

Il Moscato, Nonino €12



White Wine
Greece

 

Santorini, Cyclades

Afoura, Assyrtiko, Anhydrous Winery €120                                                                             
Complex bouquet of mineral character & citrus, on a background of 
nuts. Dry palate, high acidity, dense structure. Taste of honey, citrus, 
quince and vanilla. Long after taste.

Terra Nera, Assyrtiko, Artemis Karamolegos Winery €70 
Light lemon color. On the nose, aromatic, with citrus fruits, lime and 
lemon, as well as peach, mango and citrus notes. One the  mouth, 
rich with pleasant acidity, as there are aromas of citrus, and lemon 
blossoms.

Nykteri, Assyrtiko, Venetsanos Winery €110                                                                            
Bright yellow color with golden tones. Elegant aromas of lime and 
magnolias flowers. A sense of citrus jam and mastic that co-exist 
harmoniously with herbal aromas of thyme, sage, and mineral hints. 
On the palate, the wine has full body, oily texture, and high acidity 
which balances the depth of fruit and the high alcoholic content. Long 
after taste with persistent aromas of wood, roasted coffee, and vanilla. 

Kavalieros, Assyrtiko, Domaine Sigalas €175                                                                                                                                             
A robust wine with a bright yellow color, and soft greenish hues. 
Complex and robust aromas, dominated by ripe citrus such a lemon 
marmalade, orange confit, in a background of white flowers and 
rosemary. Sharp and generous taste, with the characteristic acidity 
and minerality, and a long generous and persistent finish.



Macedonia 

Palpo, Chardonnay, Kir-Yianni Estate €70                                                                                               
This single vineyard wine shows complex citrus and white flower 
brioche, toasted bread and vanilla, while the rich aromatic character 
and the well-structured body make up a powerful wine with a serious 
ageing potential. Round with dense body and flavor intensity.

Samaropetra, Sauvignon Blanc, Kir-Yanni Estate €55                                                                                                                                              
The nose is dominated by aromas of kiwi, passion fruit and citrus, 
typical of a green Sauvignon Blanc with a refreshing character. On the 
palate, blossom of flowers adds structure and crispness, supporting 
the intense flavors and leading to a lingering, lip-smacking aftertaste.

Malagouzia, Bara, Kir-Yianni €60
A wine with a lemon-green color which appears wonderfully fresh on 
the nose, with precise aromas that are typical for the variety.



Central Greece

9, Assyrtiko/ Trebbiano/ Sauvignon Blanc, 
Muses Estate  €60                         
Color straw blonde with light shades of green, with gentle aromas 
of fresh-cut fruit, such a pear and apples. Excellent structure with a 
depth of flavors and an acidity which brings the flavors to the fore 
and adds freshness, with a delightful aftertaste. 

Peloponnese

A Priori, Moschofilero, Novus Winery €50  
Distinctive lemon color with gray highlights, intense aromas of 
citrus fruits and Turkish delight, with mandarin peel completing 
the aromatic palette. Balanced mouth with structure, crisp acidity, 
freshness and elegant long aftertaste.  

Cephalonia

Truth, Organic Robola of Cephalonia, Orealios Gaea €50                                                                             
Fresh and citrusy, expressing all the characteristic fruit, minerality and 
terroir of this variety. Complex, balanced, and dry, with a long finish.



White Wine
International Wines

Italy

Pinot Grigio, Delle Venezie DOCG, 
Giuseppe Campagnola  €70
Bright and brilliant straw yellow with light coppery hues. Fine, 
elegant, clean and intense aroma, dry flavor with pleasant apple 
aftertaste. 

Villa Margon, Chardonnay, Tenute Lunelli, Trentino  €90                                         
Well-structured, elegant, delicate and well-balanced, it is a wine 
whose fruity notes are further enhanced by a small percentage of 
wood-aged wine.  

France

Gewurztraminer, Reserve Gustave, Lorenz, Alsace €70     
Spicy character with notes of tropical fruits, rose petals and honey. 
Sweet and rich taste of ripe fruit in the mouth.

Mont de Milieu, Chablis 1er Cru, Chardonnay, Domaine 
Gilles and Nathalie Fèvre €140     
Lovely golden yellow hue, with an elegant and discreet nose. On the 
palate, the interplay of richness and minerality yields a wine of great 
finesse and style.
                 
Chablis, Chardonnay, Domaine Gilles 
and Nathalie Fèvre €125                                                                                                          
Fresh and fruity, with aromas of peach and pear complemented by 
citrus notes, and already showing promising development.             



Sancerre Blanc, Sauvignon Blanc, Pascal Jolivet,
Val de Loire €130   
Bright appearance with an intense golden yellow color that mirrors 
its rich palate. On the nose, vibrant citrus and white fruit aromas. The 
palate is full bodied, distinguished by a perfect balance of minerality 
and acidity. It offers a rich taste and a lingering aftertaste.

Indigène Pouilly Fumé, Sauvignon Blanc, Pascal Jolivet, Val 
de Loire €240                                    
Indigène is unique to its terroir, grape variety, and soil composition. It 
epitomizes the authenticity and purity of exceptional wine. Mineral-
rich and complex, yet refined and elegant, its boldness captivates, 
leading to a refreshing and noble finish.

Bourgogne, Chardonnay, Benjamin Leroux €125                                                                      
This is a Chardonnay with great depth and structure, displaying a 
rich honeysuckle nose and a citrusy, nougat laden palate. 

Meursault 1er Cru La Piece Sous le Bois, Chardonnay, 
2018 Benjamin Leroux, Bourgogne €395
The nose presents intense gun flint and smoky aromas. On the palate, 
it reveals richness and power, bursting with ripe exotic fruits and 
mineral notes. The finish is robust and enduring.

Germany

Markus Molitor 2015, Riesling  Dry, Haus Klosteberg, 
Mosel €70
Dry Riesling inundates the senses with floral and lime aromas. On 
the palate, it is floral and rich, with excellent minerality. The finish is 
marked by crisp green apple notes, leaving a refreshing sensation.



Rosé Wine
Greece

Central Greece

Lenga, Mavrokoudoura/Gewurztraminer, 
Avantis Estate €55                                          
The wine displays a pale salmon color, accompanied by delicate 
aromas of pink roses, sweet grapes, and subtle hints of citrus fruits. 
On the palate, it presents a dry profile with a moderate sense of 
sweetness, revealing notes of red small sour fruits, red pepper, and a 
spicy character, all balanced by medium acidity. It concludes with a 
pleasant and lingering aftertaste.

A.Muse, Mouchtaro/Sauvignon Blanc, Muses Estate €55  
A true delight to behold, with its captivating salmon hue. A.muse 
captivates with its light, fruity, smooth, lively, and elegant character.

Crete

Roz Votsalo, Grenache Rouge Semi Sweet, 
Dourakis Winery €50
Roz Votsalo is a semi-sweet wine, exuding aromas of strawberry, 
raspberry, and reminiscent of hard candies. Its sweetness is perfectly 
balanced with the luscious red berry flavors.



Rosé Wine
International Wines

France
                                                                                           
By.Ott, Grenache/ Cinsault/ Mourvedre/Syrah, Domaine 
Ott, Provence €65                                                           
Pale and alluring in its crystal-clear pink hue, with subtle orange 
undertones. The delicate nose offers fruity notes of white peach and 
apricot, intertwined with hints of passion fruit and mango. On the 
palate, it reveals a full, fresh, and crisp taste, accentuated by echoes 
of the fruity aroma, heightened by citrus zest and sweet spices.

Whispering Angel, Cinsault, Grenache, Mourvedre, Rolle, 
Syrah, Chateau d' Esclans / Domaines Sacha Lichine, 
Provence €90        
Exhibiting an excellent aroma, with refreshing notes and well-
balanced acidity, complemented by an eye-catching pastel color. It 
evokes flavors of grapefruit and citrus, exuding great character.

Romance, Grenache noir/ Cinsault/ Syrah/ Merlot, 
Château de Berne, Provence €60
Radiantly bright, this wine boasts captivating aromatics that beckon 
you in with irresistible allure. Ripe watermelon takes center stage, 
accompanied by the delicate fragrance of sweet cherry blossoms. The 
result is a truly beautiful, fresh, and vibrant nose.



Red Wine
Greece

  

Cyclades

Mavrotragano, Domaine Sigalas €180
Deep ruby red in color, this wine presents an expressive nose 
brimming with juicy red fruits. Vibrant aromas of cherry and 
gooseberry intertwine with beautifully integrated oaky notes of sweet 
spices and chocolate. Medium to full-bodied, it envelops the palate 
with velvety tannins and exquisite balance. The experience concludes 
with a lingering finish, promising satisfaction with every sip. 

Macedonia

Paranga, Xinomavro, Kir-Yianni Estate €60                                                                                
A wine of aromatic complexity, seamlessly blending intensely fresh 
fruits with delicate notes of rose. On the palate, it offers gentle 
tannins and a round mouthfeel, accompanied by a distinctive oak 
barrel presence.

Tsapournakos, Cabernet Franc, Vogiatzis Estate €70
Dressed in a dark red hue, this wine unveils a captivating 
bouquet of preserved berries and flowers, offering an intense and 
complex olfactory experience. The palate enjoys a smooth entry, 
complemented by well-structured and balanced tannins, resulting 
in a round and rich texture. Its aromatic persistence is remarkable, 
featuring notes of red berry fruit and citrus, intertwined with herbal 
and spicy characters. This attractive wine exudes substance and 
elegance, showcasing its varietal character with finesse.   



Central Greece

Syrah, Avantis Estate Collection €190                                                                               
Opaque garnet color with ruby tints and complex bouquet of 
black and dried fruits, prunes, figs, blackberries, spices and vanilla, 
constantly developing. Very full palate with aroma of ripe black fruit, 
jam, pepper, sweet spices, pepper ink, coffee, chocolate and tobacco. 
Ripe, fine-grained tannins, powerful structure and long length.

La Tour Melas, Cabernet Franc/ Merlot, 2018, La Tour 
Melas Winery €350
Ripe blackberry and dark fruits engage in a captivating interplay 
within a graphite-scented bouquet, creating an absolute symphony of 
beauty.



Peloponnese

Nemea, Agiorgitiko, Aivalis Winery €60                                                                        
This wine boasts character and complexity, revealing a rich fruit nose 
dominated by aromas of plum, cherry, and tobacco. On the palate, it 
offers richness, depth, and velvety tannins, culminating in a delicious 
and lingering aftertaste.

Kokkinomilos, Merlot, Tselepos Winery €110                                                                      
This wine presents a harmonious blend of ripe red and black fruit 
aromas, offering a rich, concentrated, and velvety mouthfeel. Its 
indulgent texture is complemented by a lingering aftertaste, while 
soft tannins and rounded acidity contribute to a delightful and well-
rounded experience.

Wild Rooster, Cabernet Sauvignon, Aivalis Winery €130         
This wine presents a deep purple hue, exuding a highly aromatic 
bouquet characterized by intense notes of raspberry, red and black 
cherry, sour cherry, and violet, accompanied by hints of black tea, 
cinnamon, and black pepper. On the palate, it boasts a robust 
character with intense tannins and elevated acidity. Its aftertaste is 
marked by fruity flavors that linger on the palate, creating a long-
lasting impression.    
            
The Chord, Cabernet Sauvignon/ Syrah/ Grenache, 
Lacules Estate €70
Nestled in Koroni, this boutique winery offers a unique experience. 
On the nose, expect to encounter delightful aromas of cherry, spices, 
and subtle animal notes. In the mouth, the wine reveals a soft and 
balanced texture, culminating in a satisfying aftertaste.



Red Wine
International Wines

France
  
Pauillac De Chateau Latour, Cabernet Sauvignon/ 
Merlot, Pauillac €325
On the palate, this wine exudes elegance, lifted by a burst of sweet 
deep red fruits, accompanied by hints of spice, oregano, and leafy 
notes. The finish is characterized by richness, length, and vibrancy.

Jean Pierre Moueix Saint- Emilion, Merlot/ Cabernet 
Franc, Établissements Jean-Pierre Moueix  €70
Displaying an intense red color, this wine offers delicate and 
complex aromas of raspberries, blackberries, and black cherries. 
On the palate, it unfolds with precise, well-integrated, and 
balanced tannins, showcasing meticulous craftsmanship.

G d' Estrounel, Cabernet Franc/Merlot/Cabernet 
Sauvignon, Chateau Cos D'Estournel, Medoc €130
Delicate and pure, G d’ Estrounel 2021 reveals a touch of salinity 
occasioned by the Gironde’s briny breezes and refined notes of 
rosemary, licorice, and sour cherry, resulting in a wine so nuanced 
and subtle that it is not without recalling an infusion. A lively, 
velvety accompanies the wine’s characteristic roundness, by 
aromas of hazelnut, making for a truly delectable wine.



Italy

Chianti Classico Riserva, Sangiovese/Merlot, 
Villa Antinori €75   
Bright ruby color, on the nose there strong aromas of red fruits, such as 
framboise and bilberry, which are  followed by of oak and spices.

Santa Cristina, Syrah/ Merlot/ Cabernet Sauvignon/ 
Sangiovese, Antinori Estate,  €55 
Ruby red in color with purplish hues, this wine presents a nose bursting 
with pleasant, intense fruity aromas of cherries, complemented by 
delicate floral notes of violets. These aromas harmoniously merge with 
hints of vanilla and coffee. On the palate, it is supple and mouth-filling, 
leaving behind a delightful fruity aftertaste.

Teuto, Sangiovese/ Merlot/ Cabernet Sauvignon, Tenute 
Lunelli, Costa Toscana IGT €90   
Characterized by a bright ruby red color with good depth, this wine 
immediately reveals very clean aromas reminiscent of dark fruits. On the 
palate, it displays excellent balance and is characterized by fine, elegant 
tannins. The finish offers notes of macerated dark fruits, completing the 
tasting experience.

Aliotto, Sangiovese/ Cabernet Sauvignon, Tenute Lunelli, 
Toscana IGT €60
It boasts a luminous ruby color, offering refined notes of morello cherries 
and fruit preserved in brandy on the nose. This well-structured wine is 
pleasantly rounded, with elegantly calibrated tannins contributing to its 
overall elegance.



USA

Pinot Noir, Domaine Drouhin, Oregon, 
Willamette Valley €170                                                          
Complex and structured, this wine offers a beautiful combination of 
flavor, intensity, and backbone. Subtle notes of rose petal, raspberry, 
and dark cherries lead into layered flavors of sour cherries, cranberry, 
black tea, and plum. There is an extraordinary balance between the 
fine tannins and an energizing lift of vibrant red fruit and acidity.

Spain

Finca Nueva, Gran Reserva, 
Tempranillo, Finca Nueva, Rioja DOC €105
SAn outstanding Rioja Gran Reserva, this wine presents a very 
attractive bouquet characterized by beautiful aromas of red 
fruits, oak, espresso, spices, and balsamic notes. On the palate, it 
is remarkably rich and concentrated, featuring high acidity and 
medium-plus tannins that contribute to a long-lasting aftertaste.



Dessert & Fortified Wines
    

Greece
                                                                                      
Samos Grand Cru, Muscat of Samos, Samos Wines €60
Reminiscent of imperial topaz in color, this wine boasts an intense 
and harmonious nose. On the palate, it offers a fresh and sweet 
sensation, with perfectly balanced acidity that imparts a pleasantly 
cool sensation. 

Italy
                                                                                      
Truffle Hunter Leda, Moscato d' Asti, D.O.C.G. Bosio 
Family Estates, Asti Piemonte €55
With a bright yellow hue, accompanied by a delightful foam and fine, 
playful bubbles, this wine presents a bouquet of floral and fruit notes 
that persist both on the nose and the palate. It offers a fresh and 
balanced taste, leading to a long and satisfying aftertaste. 



Magnum 1,5L
White Wine

Kavalieros, Assyrtiko, Domaine Sigalas €290                                                                               
A robust wine displaying a bright yellow color with soft greenish 
hues. It boasts complex aromas dominated by ripe citrus notes 
such as lemon marmalade and orange confit, complemented by 
undertones of white flowers and rosemary. On the palate, it offers 
a sharp and generous taste characterized by characteristic acidity 
and minerality, leading to a long, generous, and persistent finish.

Magnum 1,5L
Rosé Wine

France
                                                                                                                                    
Whispering Angel D’ Esclans Grenache, Rolle, Cinsault 
Provence €180
Exhibiting an excellent aroma, with refreshing notes and well-
balanced acidity, complemented by an eye-catching pastel color. It 
evokes flavors of grapefruit and citrus, exuding great character.

Magnum 1,5L
Red Wine

Italy

Le volte dell’ Ornellaia, Merlot/ Sangiovese/ Cabernet 
Sauvignon, Tenuta dell’ Ornellaia, Toscana IGT €210 
Le Volte dell’Ornellaia combines perfectly ripe yet vibrant fruit with 
a silky and generous texture, accentuated by a fresh and lively 
acidity.



Wishing you a wonderful wine discovery,
Salute!

For the benefit of our guests, a guideline 

of the alcoholic strengths of all beverages is as follows:

Alcohol by Volume

Champagne 12%-13%

White Wine 11%-14%

Red Wine 12%-15%




